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Abstract 0
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.-
Benjamin'sSASB,"Odel (1974., 1977, 1978, 1979) of two-person social

,
interactions defines behay.iOral opposites, complements, antidotes''

and introjections: The modelfdescribes ayadiESFeialAnreractiOns

in terms of fotus,-affiliatiot,'interdepeidence.aild ,topic.."Topes 1E17,

.,r,.

. ClUde: primitive basics; approach-avoidance; need fulfillitentoar
-

,
..

tact; nurturance; attachment; logi-c And communication; attention td.
,.,

\ ... .
.

self development; balanceAin":relationship; intimacy- distance; and

, .
.

,

identity. The-Thee model has been confirmed,bylactor analysis, cd.rcumple
, :.: , ., , -;4,-,a

. , 6
,- - ' t

analysis, dimensionaatings and autocorrelations. The present papar
,

.presents amethoddlogy for using rhemtdel in individual; cOupleand-;-

family therapy to describe relations among self-concept, earlYhistory

And adult relationships. Details of questionnaires, computer progrr.-,.s

and interpretation of output are offered for boththe clinician and

"'
Trhe researcher.
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The present,purpose.is to` provide a succinct methodologra;for'

r

measnring 'and communicating some basic-well-known clinical prinCiples

of personality'development.and-psiChotherapy. BrOadly speaking

these principled (1): Perception of early childhoOd experiences,.

especially those in the family, -Affects feelings, about the self

and relations with significant, others in-adulthood. (2). Stable
O

-relations with important others in adUlthood show reciprocity or

comflementarity. Sadists find masochists; exploiters findmartyrs;

when. reciproCity is not maintained, couples. divorce and/or. seek°

therapy. (3) ,ImpOrtant primitive issues in personality develOp-,
_

meat:And' ad4t relatldnships are murderouS attack, tender sexuality,
2

S ?, . . r

;power and Separate territory. .Many clinical Interpersonal' issues ,

--J,

k

e .#.

: ,can'he interpreted in:terms-of interplay among these basic elements..

F

(4) Ai an individual understands ttle relevance of his /her family,

.

experiencegto his/her adult relationships, and principles ofitom-

Ple. 9enferity hefishe takes effective steps toward more satlefactory

adjustment. understanding, of principles (1) :through:

(4) c assist in therapeutic goal-setting, in guiding therapeutic

interventions; and in:facilitating patient-diiected personal growth.

. The :Yodel :

, .

Structural-Analysis of'Sociai Behavior (SASB) is summarized by

i
, , '

the model shown' In Figure 1 (Benjgnin, 1979). ,Organization of the ,' .

.

:

C2

i
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'3..

'.)moddl and its'relation to previoaswork is described in detail else-

Insert Figure 1 about here

where (Benjamin 1974, 1977, 1979) and a very brief-description as pre-

sented in,McLemore and Benjamin (in presS) is reproduced here.

"The 'horizontal axis in all three 'diamonds is affiliation (love- hate).

The vertical axis is interdependence with maximum interdependence

at the bottom of each diamond'and maximum independence at the top.
.

Because of its detailed structure, the SASB model has desirable

versatility on the molar-moleculardimension , in feat all-72 inter-

personal chant points on the first two surfaces can be used, or they

can be collapsed:into two sets of four complementary quadrants -

.(see-Table 1).' Note that the top half.of-eachof the top two

Inseri-Table?. about here

_ .

tither-inrepresent behaviors'not saturated with control, tither-in

the sense-of dominance (controlling the other)-Or submission ing

controlled by the other)..

-' 'There are fouricajor advantagesrelated,to the' {fact that 'the

model was constructed using mathematical logic as well as a large

number of empirical7analyses:, (1) Opposite behavidrsare.defined-
. -

at 1800. angles, e.g., the opposite of 114 (show empathic understanding).
-

6
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is 134 :(delude; divert, misleadI-.7-(2)-COmplementary-behavforsi-those

, .
_

which tend to_draw each other, are defined and can be used to show
.

. .

. .

, I

--

what,inteperSonal behavior can be expected to accompanywhat other.,
4

..
- ,

'
- -

.

, P
interpersonal behavior, e.g., 214 (clearly express oneself) it the

e

. complement of 114x. 11y.emlatlIc211:21/211ELI, and 234 (uncamRre-

heading agreement; a kind of hostile submission) is the complement

II

of being effectively misled -by 134 (delude, divert; mislead)

(3) 'Antitheses can be specified, i.e., the model prescribes what

'behavior to enact ta,order to driw out the opposite 'of what is at

hand; spec ically the opposite of its complement. For example, if

someone it diverting and misleading the therapist (a .form of hostile

..

power),-the antipetical behavior would be-214, such as tile statement,
\ 0

H,T'd like to believe what you're saying but I'm having a; little.trouble"
.

'(friendly autondmy). In an affilitive relationship, this kind of

61 statement seems to draw the, deceiver toi-iard.developing more

understanding of the speaker. If the nodal point in the relatio'nphip

,is hostile, however, there would be increasing attempts at deception

and.hostile control. , In terms of the model, augmented deceit is the

deceiveris antithesis to the treuevolent person's gesture to put the_',.

relationship on more respectful and friendly grounds. (4) Finally;

i
the Be janinimodel explicitly translates the psychoanalytic idea of

I.
;

1

1

intrOjection into. geometric terms and, in so doing, specifies-ways" !
. 7

- ti

in which inieriersonai experiences affect one's treatment of oneself.

5 -17N.
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The third (bottom) diamond of Figure 3 thus indicates what happens

if the behaviors charted on the top diamond area turned inward.' If

a child has a, parent who routinely uses hostileTower, likehlaming`

,(135) for example, and the child turns the hositle power on him/

herself,-he/she becoMes guilty (chart point 335). A constrUctive.

.encounter With a benevolent therapist who shows empathic understanding

(114) may reverse-this trend toward self blame. nd, in time, result

in the introjection of the therapist's goodwill (314 an integrated

Solid core),"

,The questiohna

The Questionnaires

e items describing(eaCil of the chart points on

y
.

. ,

the full model are esenfed-along
/

with the simple version of the
. 1

mo/,del In.Table 1. For different relationships and contexts, the

1
. 0,1-\... .

.
.

subject rates the' applicability of each.itfm in Table 1 on a`talestale
.-.

.
...

from 0 to 100. Anchor pdints are:- 0 TeVer, pot at all; 50 = Some-
/

3
, ---- ' 9

times, moderaiSy; 100 =' Always, perfedtlY. These achor poi-....:s ask
. ...., n

. -

the subject tq consider jointly both frequency and aptness of the
I

.
.

N . 4 k I

item..". NUMbers'are entered at 10- point' intervals and subjects rarely
1

use more than the 10 points suggested, The teasons for using a
r

scaL ofthis form were presented in Benjamin, 1974', p. 399. -IteMs

appAr'in'a randomly 'determined order. Some .of the various formZ-of

N,
the questionnaire are -presented in APpendis I. -

e

Series A' described the'inierpersonal behaVior of a significant

/

7

z

a. 1
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other in terms of the fir'st two surfaces (focus on:oth.et' and focus

on self). An example of focus on other 'is: tiiy
. .

manages, con-

trots, oversees every aspect of my 'existence". Here,-t.he-pbrsan'

being rated is focusing on another person, namely the rater. There'

;s atransitive'verb with the rater as direct object. 'My

yields, submits, gives in to me" describes the person.being' rated

as focusing on7him/herself;-there is an intransitive' -verb with the
k

rater as indirect object. Focus on other hagi.to do, with what is to be

done to,.for or about others. Focus on self has,to do with what is

(i..

being done to, for or about the self.

ti

Series B has the same logical and grammatical structure, as

.

Series A except roles are reversed. In other words, in Series Bexcept

.

the rater uses an "I" form instead of the "He/She" form of Series'.
4- 1

A.

A. An example of Series B focus on other is "I manage,
4

rol,

oversee every as t of my 's existence" and an;examp ofi.

1

focus on self is "I yield, submit,give in to_my
I
..

_.e.)
bSeries A and B shout e given together to measure bompleMen-

.

tarity. ;The focus on other items from Series A ( "My manages',

7-

4'
colntrois,% oversees every aspect of my existence") are complemented

by the focus on self items-lromsSeries B ("I yield,, sublift, give in

to my \ ") . The focus on ?elf its from Seies A ("Hy

.Yle11d
stAmiiti, gives in to me") complement the focus on, other. items ,

from Series B ("I manage, control, oversee every aspect. of my

J
- ace").

U
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A summary of the relations betWeen Series A and B is presented

in Table 2. References in the table to two-space summaries will be c

4 OVO
Insert Table 2 _ttbout here

amMIM...
explained subseq4ently inthe section headed The Computer Analyses.

Series C measures intrapersonal attitudes described by the
7

third (Introject) surface of the model. This is a measure of how'
6

the subject treats tilm/herself rather than of how he/she 'relates

to others. ("I control, manage myself according to my carefully'

thought-;out, goals for myself") Series t can be,r4ted by the

subject him/herself or by someone else judging the subjects' self-

concept ("He/she controls, m'anags him/herself,according to his/her

carefully thought out goalS for him /herself ").

,In Series D aftthird party rates the interpersonal postures

of a pair for focus on other ("He manages, controls, oversees every

aspect of her existence') and focus on. self ("He yields,. submits,

4
1

.
gives in to her"). For any dyad, Series D0 Mould be giyen twice,

reversing s4bject and object the second time ("She manages,,con-

trols oversees every aspect -of his existence" and "She yields,

submits, giyes in to him"). The two asiministrationssf Series D

allows a test of complementirity manages, controls, oversees

every aspect of his existence" is Complemented by. 'Ile yields, sub-
.

tits, lives
4
in to her").

-.8
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Use cif .two forms of Series D, and use of Serl.es A. and B allows

unbiased testing of complementarity. For example, a given indivi-

dual in a given relationship can be dominant or submissive, dotinant

and submissive, or neither. VI a pair both can be)dOmiiLani, or both

can be submissive. This freedom is'in significant contrast to other

,methods. -such as,Learyrs (1957) wherein the presumption is, and the

scoring assures, that to the extent the subject is not domilant then

he/she is submissive:

The standard INTERPERSONAL HISTORY series typically used in the

beginning of psychotherapy asks the individual to rate him/herself,

.(Series C), a significant other person such*as the spouse (Series A),

the self in relation to that significant other person (Series B);

mother as remembered fram childhood (Series A); self in relgtion ta

mother then (Series B); father as remembered from childhood (Series A);

self in relation to father then (Series B); mother in relation to

father (Series D); father'in relation to Mother"(SeriesD).
r

there is an-assessment of self, relation with significant "other,

memory of the relationship with the mother, with father, and

of the modeling that mother and father showed in relation to each

other. Variations on this may be =gde as is clinically appropriate.

Stepparents may need to be substituted, or the time period sampled

may need altering. If the presenting patient is a child then Series A

and B should be applied to that child as seen by each of the parents,

A
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and, If the child is old enough, he/she should rate the parents on

the NOW form of Series A, B and D.

The Computer Analyses

There is one'standard program (ORD 2) and four optional pr

grams (LAG '2, CORONY, ORD 4, and ORD 5).
,/

ORD.2 (maps, affiliation and autonomy scores)

aps: The standard program yields output illustrate6 in Figure

2WhichismeSeriesC".(thIrd surface) ratings of the self.

1.1111
Insert Figure,2 about herei

The output presented in the top half of the figure is from a 30 year

old. married woman at the beginning of a 10 week brief psychotherapy.

The patient set the limit at 10 sessions because that was the period

"

during Which she had 100% coverage'by health insurance and she was

motivated to move as rapidly,as possible. R-:ings at the bottom

half of Figure 2 were made at the end of the 10 week therapy.

Output such as that shown in Figure 2 is paled a map. To

create maps, the ORD 2 program unscrambles the randomly determined

order of the its and prints out to scores assigned tweach item

at the appropriate places in the mcdel. For example, at the be-

ginning of therapy the patient assigned 90 to the items for chart

points labeled guilt; blame, bad self; and doubt, put self down.

She gave these same two it ratings of 30 and 20, respectively, at

the end of therapy."

-i
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II/addition, the ORD 2 program determines'the median rating
-

'

,

for each4questioinaire, subjecto and-relationsh1135and prints out
. i NJ .

phrases from above--median items at the appropriate place on the model:,

For example, the score of 90 fir thechhrt points guilt,-blame,

bad self for the ratings mapped in the top Part of Figure 2 was

above median; therefore the phrase "guilt blame, bad self" appears

in°the corresponding location for that chart-point. This procedure

allows the relatively more salient points for a given subject. in

a given relationship to be determined. it glan e at/the above-median

its for the top of Figure'2 shows that at the beginning of therapy,

the patient had introjected much hostile power. Inspection of the

bottom half-of Figure 2 shows that by theend of the brief therapy,

--- .

she
.

had lessened the degree tf
eiself-oepression although much self-

.,"
. )

a
r-

AreetCaint,relmained.

In gegeral above-median endorsements onthe affiliative right-

hand side of the map (especially Quadrant I) are characteristic of

normal subjects whereas above-median endorsement o the diSaffiliative

side are more-characteristic of psychiatric subjects-. Average maps
'.

.

for female psychiIric patients are, presented in Appendix It.

Under the rationale that the private has an affiliative (group).

adaptation, the-finding that normal subjects center on the affilia-

tive pole is expected: The observation that more affiliative its

,

are also more socially desirable confirms the evolutionary principle

of survival of the fitt$st. If the pr.i7te needs to bond and cooperate,

;t

1

e
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.,iwith Other primates to survive, -then the ones with the greatest _skill%, .
at affiliatioti will survive easiest; it is appropriate: that Whit..

,

t I . a lt..
.

. . .

:'''-adaptive is socially desirable and characteristic
N.

of well functioning`s
Tmembers (i.e. normals)' of the primate trbop; Further: consideratiorks

-
' an the "problem'? of social desirability are ikesette,d. ix} 4enjanin,*

A. ,-- .

,, . . , ... -... 1 , _

' 1974, .and Benjamin, 1976. ° When all :is said a ii -done, tife fact remains
,...

Y

.0 .

tire SASS is a good-faith test and shoIld be used only with subjects
4? A:.

whb are tryini to be as _candid -as they can .within the. limits of
-

--normal. aefensive .mechanisms'; ;Motiv,ation sihould- be= a desire for
7

self-understanding and therefore if at all - possible, subjects should

be promised a viewing and explanator of the commuter analyses.

this cannot be arranged then there should be _ratings of the

by an Informed but Objective thirdparty...

subject

The ORD 2 maps for Series A, B and D consist of-two (focus on

other and focus on self) surfaces for each rating rather than the

one (introject) show= for the pre and post Series C ratings preseited

in Figure 2. The left hand side of Figure 3 presents the ORD 2 out

put_ from Subject p362 B9 rating her memory of her mother on Series

A and the right-hand side presents the output from the same. patient

rating memory,'of-herself in relation to her mother on Series B.

Insert Figure 3 abOut here

-.°-.

-Figure 3 illustrates that when Series A and Bare applied by the

rater to the sane other person, the .output .yields an analysis of the,--
9 t.,. . .

: .

1 3

-

.. A
4r.:
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e o her /and each focusing on" the
'

self: To obtain a complete descriPtian-of a given relationship,
- 0 `.

both Series A and B, shOuld, alw4ys be adiinisered tagether. Comple-
. 4'

.

-mentarity, (see Table 2) indicated by compar-ing.A, foqus'on other,:"

'w"1. h A,focus.on self; and A, focus on self, with B, focus on other.: P

Y

'For example, in Figure, 3, the mother had 3 above - median items juste'I
,

V4ori.the hopt'ile side of the power pole. Camplementarity is suggested
.-

'by.the daughter's above - median items just on the hostile side of
. .

. the submissive pole. Perceived similarity is established by com-e
.a

ptring the dam; SurfLes for Series A and B Both the daughter and',

the mother, for example, gave above median endorsement to refuse

assistance, care; sacrifice; appease, scurry. This similarity mad
. ,

be .interpreted as' a type of identification.

Series A and B measure-the perceptions of the rater-and may

.Or may not relate to reality. In individual therapy, the reality

of childhood experience is ignored under the rationale that it is

the perception and4pemoiy-7'Which affects feelings about the self
. .

and relations with significant others.. As therapy progresses, this

perception of hoI5itwas often changes and SASB measures-the changes.

In assessing maritalzor family relationships important in the

here and now, a test of reality becomes more relevant. If Series A

and la can be rated by,bo.th members of the dyad (e.g. daughter and
C,

mother; wife and husband), then, in addition:to obtaining a complete
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.
_

.

.`descriptiondesCription of .c!Ach i4" nt

.

c

i..

v'`.

i. d

s phe.nO pnol-ogy '
N k>

.tunit7for r)sscheqting,the validity tiose
. ;...?-

....2

tions.%. Foe- exAmple-Person!.#1's description-of-Perm #2's fpcus on ..

there is au oppor-
,

respective percep7

\
s.., * %

. ..- _ -'
other behavior (fim Series A, Person 1) can be compared to Person

,, y.
.,,,. fnes.desCriptior'of his/her own focus on.6ther behavior (ffdmSeries,

-4

.././. ' \'-'
, ,..

- B, Person 2)-., g urtber. possibilities for such /dross- checks ate described
_, , /' / V

'in she sectionl.abeled CORONY. The use 9f maps to identify discre-
,

\:. -.

r.pancies in perceptions of each other can providepajOr points .of .

./liocus in couples and family therapy. Refereuce to the modelcan'

be very usefv1 in identifying,misuiderstandings, relating them to

early history, and in specifying alternative interperOnal posture's.

Illustrative examples areaVailable elsewhere (Benia4h, 1976).
.

.

Details of interpretation of naps. such as those shown in Figures

3 and 4 can depend on the theoretical orientation. of the clinician.
4 e

The interpersonal postures presented 11 the Simplified version of-the

model In'Table. I can be reated to different "schools" of therapy

such as .psychoanalysis, transactional analysis, client-centered

.therapy; or family therapy (see Benjamin 1979). =In interpreting ORD

2tlaps,iplockt-of abdve-median items should be noted. For example,

in ihe left-ELaside'of.Figure 3' there is a block,/qPabove-median'

items in the focus 'On other Quadrant IV (Series A), wand, these suggest\
- .

the patieneq mother was perceived asqlaving much friendly influ

Above-median its in "that quadrant include:. Specify wh&s iest,

volent monitor, remind; pamper,z,overindulge and C on, f quadrant

.

1 5

v
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names ccyllapse too=misch inforrr.ation and alternative language is
1the .interpreter .may'.with to,,cds e the moredesired

-popular
2

termi,puteredin Figure-4. There the terms offered
k

. .

t
e n .

Insert Figure 4' about here
fr-

to describe the most cOntro1114ng behaviors in Quadrant IV' are

Bossing others, "Jewish momma "` and Sugar .Daddy. When 'using the(
alternatiVe language of 'Figure ;4 the daughter 's complest'entary be

,

haviors shown iii Series B are renamed "good girl" and prissy..

.Note clusters of above median Iteia's and note large, blank areas.'
. .

Interpretation of maps, may consist,of noting such clusters

of items and summarizing in terms of; key "words from Table 1, Figure

4 and the output itself. It. is important to include qvery quadrant

in order to give a balanced picture.: -For example, in additioil to

noting Friendly Influence, -the mother 'described is terms of Figure

3 should also be described (in terms. of 'Quadraiit Encourage

Eriendly'AUtonomy. The addition of theSe behaviors (described in
at

4 as You're OK, I underStand; I hear you, Do your own thing)

means that the mother also contributed to the daughte-r's healthy
_

. differentiation and strength. This indeed.V7as the reality,as the

unusually quick respOnse to. treatment- demonstrated.

4

.
oa
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The e ab:s` ence- of 'above - media endorsement is noteworthy 'too.

p_ \
Forexample, in Figure 5 thwiSeries kand Series B ratings for

. . LI

0

t=s ...

Intert'Figure_5 aboUt he

the husband of Subject 362 B9 are.presented. In contrast to the

mother, Quadrant I on the- husband's map. Was relatively empty. He

did not listen, communicate understanding or show confirmatioi of

Patient 362 B9. At the' same ilm4; Figure "5 shows that he was

experienced as punitive and controlling (Quadrant III, focus on

other) as well as negleCtfui'and rejecting (Quadrant II, focus

. on other). He Was. also personally unavailable (Quadrant II, focs

on self). Thplarge blank area,..on the intTrdepindence side of

s_his focus on self surface suggests he was impervious: to her in-

fluence except for the points sulk, act put upon and ask, truit,

'count on. rom the patient's point of view he sounded like a difficult

preadolescent boy Wfio counted on (his igife-maherCt - "cover his

bases" for him. Be mostly had a good ame pliying.with his buddies,

occasionally would glumly do what he. was "supposed" to, and he
. -

frequently'"blackmailed" his wife .(motjaer) into the supplies

Coming and holding. her tongue. The wife w#s afraid_of'his attacks

and would do whatever she could to avoid them.

°
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Naturally the therapist requested ..that the husband be brbught

ialf6i-therapiand the wife-triedvery;bard to get him to. 'do it. .

, ,

.
,,,-,.p.,-,,!, o. ,-,

He adamantly refused. The therapy,. t1 Fro-ceded on the assumption,

t ' ....

that if,complementarity flowS in two irettioas, then the wife's.:
. r,-

.y-
..

4,

reseatful silbniSsion:must be' contributing to tie husband's hoSfile

control; and hen lack of friendly autonomous assertiveness,tcihis
- .

apparent inability to hear and Understand her. .

Note conspicuous breaks in above median endorsements.
G

The-self ratings of a 23 yeir old; Woman shou :1.11FigUre 6

Insert Figure 6 about here

reveal a marked break around the affiliative andd4saffiliative

poles. Ateal warmth has not been intro''zted (there.was ;lone avail
,

able from her "proper ", image-consCious mother)' and Subject 316 B9

s,F

vas perceived as "cold" by)er husband who:had-precipitated a'crisis

by finding a rover... The loVer half of Figure (6 will be discussed

in the section headed LAG 2.

Note whether there-is balance weep iaterpersonal Surfaces.

i!-

Above,Median focus on other and focus on:Self items should be

I;

about equal in number. In Figure 7 the husband of. tient .316 B9

-

1
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Insert-Figure 7. -about here

. 1. -..

r ....---A - . , .

....?. 7 -.'
...,

'disk-Oribed,his.kather-porein;termslof-f, bcus on other,Nho was the
i,..

: , *
.., . ..

...' rater), and he.describeehimself- more in terms of focus- an, himself.
e ., .=

17.

The father hae21 above-median rating -s for items. belonging to the
: ,

-.. , ,;.; ,. , , - .

focus on' other surf ate. tisatent. pro ta.;yp e) and only 11 'on -,the focus
7r--,-

- ,

;'---, On self surface :(chird-protofYpe). ;In accord with principle of
. -

-

.
i-

complementarity the suhject assigned above-median ratings to 17

items belonging to the, focus on self surface (child prototype)
1

w

_ t

and only 6 to the focus on other surface (parent protoqpe).1 In

.

,

other words the father mostly focused on the son, and the son,-

,

mostly on himSelf. damplementarity between father and; son was

also showd by the fact 'that the.father's abave=median endorsements '

-were on the'influencing side of the focus on Other surface-Whereas . -7--

the son's above - median endorsements were on the -submissive side of
.

the focus old self surface.
.

In submary, the father's total control of the relationship is

20
%

Shown by three-features: (1) father's heavy focus on son and son's

1
.

focus on self; (2) father's high stings on all of the influencing

/tem'lower.half of focus on Other surface) and son's high ratings

of submissive items -'(lower half of focus on self surface) and

(3) the fact that the father-himself,was essentially'uninfluencible.

The lower:half of this fOcus.on self turfete is 'almost completely

-blank. The son was learningito ocus only ph -himSeif, that he should_

t:

`submit.extensively,and that his father was uninfluencible. This
. .

4,-
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. .' =4,1'. :, , .

e
experience taught him that in relation to father-figureS:bewas

.-
/- 4'

ineffective and .worthless. - . ..

1 ..,

Note weighted a4dliatiOn4 and autonomy 'scores.
,

The weighted affili?ation\and autOnomy scores present a summary
.

(statement of the basic thrust or orientation of. above -median
10

. AA 1

-7.t...." -,a.

..do.
,.

items in the ORD 2- maps'. Vle weighted affiliation (X) and the
.., ,1-,7

,, 7 , 1.
, ,

.
9 weighted autonomy scores (0 i entlfy a single vector (X, a.whichi

:

. ..;
...

44.. g -\.

is affected by the degree of e dorSement and by insights assigned
/

according to the theOretical structure of Figurel.
.

. .

ToiltRstratet the affiliation, autonomy) vector for the

.
.7,

,

motherv's fo uS on other behavior shown in the left-hand side of Figure
..,

.
,

,
, -

...._ ,
, 4

3. is (141, 60),. This.strImarY score is located: in the focus on other
.,

Quadrant- IV and as such it represents in average position of friendly
12 ,

over. In other words,:.themother's focuS on other behavior was more

.:-.

friendly than hostile, and more powerful than encouraging of autonomy.

The patient's focus on self behavior shoWa inthe right-hand Si& of. "tI
..,

. .

Figure 3 has an affiliation,' autonomy vector of (98, -58) indicating '..

an average powition of"friendly submissiveness this is complementary .

to the mother's poSition of friendly
3
Influence.

The *eights used in computing the weighted -affiliationrand

thatautonomy Scores are given in Figure 8 where it can be .se

Insert Figure 8 about here

ir-

2*.

N.

J.
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items approaching the affiliation pole are given. proires;ively4

greata n affia4sitive weights and items.approaching the distive
.

.
..

r 4,e. .6'. ; ' r

1

pole are given progressively greateT aegative weights.
,

affiliation Scorg-is computed by multiplying theend9 ent for-4

,

%. .

The.

each item by its weight at assigned in Figure 8. The sum of all

36 products ca6rises the

surface. The 'affiliation

wiighted affiliation score for a given

score for the mother's focus on other

4P _t

behavioz shown in the left7handside of Figure 3 was computed as

follows,-starting at .the affiliatiOin pole and moving, lockwise: '

0(+9) + 7 90( +8) 99 (+7) ... . +90 (0) . : . . +90( +8)
[L30/. ) [point 111]

[point 110] [141] . [142] [140]

99 is punched instead of 100 to save space on computer cardS. In 4

.

general;,positi,glffiliation scores indicate friendliness and negative 4.

affiliation scares, indicate unfriendliness.

The autonomy score is computed by giving maximal positive weights

to i-feis at.th autonomy pole, and maximal negative-weights to items

At the dIminance---

the autonomyscore i computed exactly as the affiliatibn score.

Each item is multiplied by ite'assigned weight from Figure 8 and

ubmission pole.t Except for the change in weights,

all 36 :products for. a ven surface are-summed. Negative utT.army

scores indicate dominanc if generated from the focuson other

surface, and submission. if eneiated from the -focus on self_sur-
.

face; Negative autonomy score from the introjeCt surface indicate

introjected control; friendly;sel discipline if the affiliation

2
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...- 0

c
, .

.,,... score is tosit .e and hostile self-criticism and restraint if the

,

r. filiation score is negative. Positive intro] autonomy scores
--i

--,
N.,

,,

.along with positive iiitrojected'affiliatioi scores indicate intro-

. _

jected tolerance of autonomy, a willingness to let oneself be what--; -

e ,.......

.e,
. .

ever one will bi. If introjected affiliation is negative, positive.

.Manual for Using SASE

introjeoted autonomy scores 1;:st self-neglect.

t

..,

The affiliation and autonomy.scOres are useful in providing
Q

....

r.r,

numbers

r
to characterize maps'aps When contrasting

4

groups,4when comparing

an individual to various norms, or when'tracing changes over time,

as in therapy for exaTiple.

A

In Appendix IV some norms for weighted affiliationoand auto-

5
nomy scores from an earlier revision of he questionnaires (the

,f4`.

19;6 form) are presented. The data are based on a sample )of 48

is

psychiatric patients (8 males, 40 f les), 56 medical students

(29 males, 27 females) and some psyclIplogy students (N = -36) parti-

cipating in Interpersonal Darning groups. Norms on a'small -

a

;ample (N = 30)-of psychiatric patients taking the 1978 form do

n.

.

not looke'Very different from those presented in Appendix IV. Norms

from the 1970 4oirm4 -(67 ton-psychiatric persons, 55 piychiatric
1-

patieits) and from the 1974 form (51 medical students) showed, many
c;

of the same, but,not all of the same trends.,Final.norms will require

much larger 'samples. PreAFtly massive numbers of ratings are

planned-as a partiof an Interpersonal diagnostic project:

V

22

4
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Colleagues u ng the 19 8 forms, are asked-to forward data classified .-.

,...'

by sex and diagnostic category 'for Passible inclusion in future norms.'

.. '

In geTal, Appendix IV/ shows that Medial student's are more
.. .

. .

..;

,
.

J affiliative than patients in ratings involving: self, significant

4
. :Other (and,' not shun in the appen4x, mother and-father). In...

relation to sigtificant other, both patients. and medical students

functioned in Quadrant I with patients. feeling more controlled by c,..- ..
,;

7,

! . ,

I

N
their spouses than medical students.' Not shown in Appendix. IV are

4
, .

norms to. suggest that mothers exerted enough-control to average

in Quadrant IV for stone gioups and all groups reported a Quadrant
. , P

IV average level of submissiveness in relation, to mother. Similar

trends were observed for.faers and all groups in relation to fathers.

The table, at the end of Appendix IV presents coefficients of

internal consistency which will be defined in the section headed

iutocorrelationPatterns. On the average psychiatric samples

showed less within-subject_inta=nal cons tency than medical stu-

dents.

,

Developmental norms for affiliation, autonomy and internal

Consistency scores are presented in Appendix V. These., are based on

.

ratings of the 71 form made by 171 mothers of pediatric out-

patients. The rated child was either the oldest (107) or youngest

(64) whether or not that was the child who had been brought to the.
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the norms in Appendix V.
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sample and findings are presented in the

repeated measures
/

and the following

anova was, performed on'

trends were'significani:

'Focus 'on other ratings revealed that children were experienced

. .

by mothers as controlling during-the first year of life. Children

progressivelyflgave more autonomy to mothers as'age increased.

Focus on other did not reach high levels of internal' consistency

/
un it age 7-9.

Fotus On.self became progressively less affiliative as age increased.

Since focus on other started at a very low level of internal consis-

tency and progressively increased thereafter, whereas focus on self

started and stayed at high. levels of intern]. tonsistency, the assign-

neat of prototypic names parentlike and childlike for these behaviors,

.'respectively, is suppotted. Further support is found in the rela-

4 tion of points on the focus on other surface to other studies of

parent behavior, and of the focus on self surface to studies of child'

behavior (see Benjamin, 1974).

/ Mother's ratings of themselves in relation to the children

suggested.that nothers were controlling of children during the first

year of life and progressively more giving of autonomy as age in-

creased:.

Maternal ratings of their own focus on se1f.Suggested a peaking

of attachment at 12-17 months, an abrupt drop at 18-24 months lihen.
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item analyses presented Appendix VI suggest there was a peaking

hostile autonomy (from the children). `Except for the 18-24 month

low, affiliation remained high to preadolescence when it dropped,.

some.
%

Appendix VII presents the details for preparing the data deck

to rumon ORD 2. The sate principles for data preparation apply

for all three ,of the optional programs. ORD 2 may also be run on. the

PDP 15 computer. In addition to a program which will yield ORD 2

ei

maps and autonomy and affiliation scores, PDP-15 basLan option which

will allow the user to take the questionnaire directly via the

computer and receive immediate output from ORD 2.

LAG (autocorrelation patterns and the coefficieRt_of internal con-

sistency)

High and positive internal consistency: The first-optional program,

named LAG, produces autbcorrelation patterns such as the onedshown-
to.

in Figure 9. Data used for generating Figure 9 were from Subject

362 I59 ratig,significant other and mapped in Figure 5.

rj

Insert Figure 9,4bout here

To create the autocorrelation figure, each of the it scores

is correlated with the iteM scores for points one step. away accord-

ing to the model in Figure 1. For exam e; in rating self focusing:
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on other (I form, show in the top right-hand side- of Figure 5) the

score for "you u.D. do it fine" ( 90 as shown in Figure .5)'is

correlated with the score, for the adjacent chart polset,'"suggest

fair exchange " (= 70 in Figure 5); pairings for adjacent items

continue all the way around the surface. _Usually the pairing of

,adjacent points.(first lag) yields a high and positive correlation

indicating that theoretically similar items actually receive similar

degrees, Of eidortement by a. given individual making a specific

rating. MEte-second lag correlates data for points' which aPe two

- steps apart; the third,, points 3 steps apart and. so on until lags

17 and 19 which pair nearly opposite points. Lag 35 completes the

cycle of 36 points, and amounts to correlating points one step

away. (Lags at 9, 18 and 36 are invalid because they involve redun-

dancies. Lags 0 and 36,.invoIve correlating each pointjwith itself

. -

and lag 18 has only 18 rather than 35' different pairings'of-the:.

36 available points). In the upper right-gland part of Figure 9 the

first 17 autocorrelations decrease progressively in size through

successive lags. They are in the range.of zeio when points which

are theoretically unrelated are cbrrelated;'suc%points are located

at 90 degree angles in the model in Figure 1. .In this part of Figure

.
9 the autocorrelations become .highly negative when pairing points

which are theoretically bpposite;.correlations became progressively.

mre!positive again as the process continues past opposites to come

back to correlate adjacent points. The actual lags 19-35 are mirror,

o.
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images,of lags 1-17 because there are only 17 completely independent

.avoidsets of pairings possible with 3613oints., To avoid giving a false

impression of true mirror. imaging, the program graphs actual data .

ior.oddnumbered lags on the right-hand side (lag 1 is printed at 35;

-
lag 3 at 33; 'lag 5 at 31,- etC.)-and the even numbered-lags on the

.eft-hand side (lag 2 at 2'.1ag 4 at 4; lag 6 at 6, and so on).

The appearance of the curve in-the upper right-hand side of

Figure 9 is quite typical of normal popultions. In-order to create.

a number summarizing the degree to which a given auto:correlation

.curve resembles the shape' hown in Figure 6, another correlation
-

.

is computed betweenjthe points in thii,partof Figuter9 and an in-

verted
-

norml..(Z) curve., This number describing the degree Of

correspondence between the autocorrelation curve and. an inverted

normal curve has been named the co-efficient of internal consistency

,(Beijamin, 1974, pages 401-405) and this typically averages close

.to .90 In normalsamples. 'See Table IV -1 in Appendix IV):

The interview method with hundreds of subjects has suggested

that if.an Orderly=patterilsuch as that shown in this part of Figure
, .

9 is obtaired, the behavior being described is integrated,- "togethern,.

:predictable and stable from day to day. If that,pattern is not

obtained, the domain of behavior 'being described is disorganized,

not predictable, unstable, chaotic:. In other words thete is'test-

- .

tetest reliability implied by-h4gh internal consistency. SometimeSi

fo
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however, subjects (especially patients) obtaining a high coefficient

will report, were feeling very "together" the day they took

' .

the test, but on another day they would'rate it differently. Thus

test-retest reliability is suggested but not necessarily implied

by high internal consistency.

_____
No internal consistency. When the autocOrrelation patterns .

show "random" scatter, the' coefficients will be near zero and this

suggestS the domain being -described is Unstable, chaotic, unprez-

dictabie.

Negative internal consistency. The left-hand side of Figure

9' presents the autocorrelation curves for Subject 362 §9.rating

her husband at the beginner of therapy. These autocorrelations

correspond to the ratingq napped on the.left-hand side of Figure

5. Inspection of Figure 9'Shows that the husband'efbcus on other
O

behavior toward the patient tended to be more correlated when

opposites were being compared (coefficient of consistency ,= -.326).

Adding this to Figure 5(L) it can be seen that he gave her opposing

messages: .abandon-ndrture; force conformity-endorse freedom; specify

.what's best - uncaringly let go; neglect-stimulate; put down-you can

do it fire. Such a degree of contradictioft (P405 fOrr = -.326)

is said to represent double-binding behavior when it occurs as it does

here on the focus on other surfaCe.- IaSpection of the lower right-

.

hand. part of Figure 9 shOws that the patient tended to complement
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-- the-perceived double-binding-with ambivalence. ,Her focus on self-

behaviors: (I form) sere complementary to his focus on other be-

ha'tiors (He form) in that they had 'a slight (but not significant)

-tendency to form th 'inverted --U characterizing ambivalence when

occurring on the f us on,Selfsurfa-lrelr =

Comparing consistency between surfaces
0 -

The contrast, between the patient's own focus on other (I garm)

and her focus on self (I fork) shown in the top and 'bottom bf the

right hand side of Figure 9 is informative. As is true of many help-

ing professionals (the patient had a high podition in the medical

hierarchy), focus on other behaviors are affiliative and integrated.

Focug,on self, however, was much less well-defined, even "disintegratedu

if not aMbivalent.. In clinical terms, such persons' are comfortable

when initiating and doing to,and for anthers, but not when accepting

and reacting to what's being-don; to and for them. Similarly,
e _

the model allows for differential degrees of functioning in different
7 .

relationships. It is not uncommon to observe that persons can

function-very well with colleagues at work, both in terms of stability

and friendliness but not so. well in relation to significant oper or,

in relation to a-specific child. Sometimes the opposite is observed;

functioning is poor at work, but good at home. The SASB model is

incompatible with the notion of mental illness as a total break-

down of mental apparatus;.it is supportive Of:an interpretation of
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social functioning. which holds thatvit specific situations, mal-

adaptive pattern's:have deVeloped-through'an.inte*action of learned

and.'"organic"factorS. The relation between genetics and environ-.

meat IS presumed to be complex and includes'factors associated with,

history of the species, tf the family, and of.. the individual. Both

biochemical and Social cancan be appropriate to the

specific behavioral malfunction.

Relating consistency to affiliativn and autonomy

Consistency and stability as reflected, by a high-coefficient

of internal consistency should not automatica4y.be interpreted

as "good ". The. coefficient of consistency must be interpreted-in

conjunction with the maps. For-example, it is possible-to be con-

sistently organized around self-destruction., The coefficient of

internal, consistency for introject ratings by persons who have

committed suicide subsequent to routine taking this test on clinic'

intake have consistently been high and oriented around the disaffilia-

tive pole. Similarly, high coefficients of internal consistency

aie obtained for relationships with others which are relentlessly

hostile and destructive. The.problem child discussed in Benjamin, 1976

is an `example of the latter.

Relating consistency to "gaps"' in the map

The autacorrelations shown in the lower half of Figure 6 tended

to-increase as points located on the model at 90s*Tree'a es were

correlated.'. These "right- angle" correlatiOns: are found Whenever

30
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there are 5 or 6 point "gaps" in the map as-there are around the

affiltative'and disaffliative poles of Figure 6. Such conppicuous .

gaps can represent; a, region of high conflict; in the case of Subject

/316 B9 shown in Figure 6, the conflicts suggested by taps had to

do with sexuality aggression.'

CORONY

Onions]. program CORONY can compute product moment rs among

all the surfaces for all the ratings of both members of a dyad.

.For example, forthe 9 ratings of the standard interpersonal his-

CORONY assigns variable names to successive surfaces of Figure
,k

-1 involved in these standard ratings:

= Self - Iatroject

; Significant.Pther focuses on ae

SignifiCant Other focuses on shim/herself

.J focus on Significant Other

=1 focus'on mTielfwhen.relatini.tO my significant pther

= Mother- foCused on /me

=. Mother focused on herself

8 = 1. focused on mother

'9 = I focused on. myself when relating to-mother

10 = Mother focused on father.

= Mother focused'on heiself in relation to father

12 = Father fOcusedonimOther

13 = Father focused on himself in relation to Mother
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rt .

. If each member of a .dyad 'rates the entire series, CORONY assigns

,

the variable names 14 to 26 to parallel viiiables 1. to 13 for the.
,

first person.

CORONY then allOw.s tests and 'allows demonstrations 'of (1) per-

ceived complementarity within subjects (e.g. whether' husbancgs

view of his focus on. self behavior is complementary to his view

of his wife's focus on other behavior)'; (2) perceived complementatity

between subjects ,(e.g. whether the husband'S view of hiS';focus on

self behavior is complementary to his wife's view of her focus on

other behavior); and (3) between-subject validation of self-descrip-

tions (e.g. husband's view of his focus oneself behavior coMpared

to wife's view of his. fus on Self behavior):

A few product moment rs representing, contrasts 1-3 using the

Insert Table 3 about here

. a

1974 forms are included in Table 3. Inspection of the sample entries-

suggests that normal: couplers validate..each,-.Other!s.sel.f7desciptions

with average rs ranging from .81 to .87 for the various posSible

r. .

comparisons. Psychiatric ;conples,, by contrast show-average r
ranging 'from .53 to .61, Suggesting greater discrepancy betWeen1/4- If

and other descriptions. Similarly, perceived crimpierlentar i ty Much
-

less for.psychiatric couples. than for normals. (Within subject average
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r ranged .from .27 to '.45j for psychiat;ics, and .66 to .75 for nor-

,

mals. Between subject perceived complementarity ranged ftom .28.

to .47 for psychiatrics and .69 to .72 foi normals).

The contrasts saggested in table need not be confined to pro-

cluCt7moment re. -Affiliationarld autonomy acores can also be compared

for perceived complemelltarity within and between subjects-.. For

example/ Brakarsh (1979)AS using thecontratts outlined in Table

3 to compare sutonomy:scoresof partners in "liberated" marriages

with those. of partners in "traditionalr:marriages. One expectation

is that husbands in traditional marriagevuill'Show-greater'endorse-

MentOf power (negative parentlike.autonomy scores for variable

.3, confirmed-byvariable.19) andivivesNill show greater endorse-.

merit of submissiveness (more negative childlike autonomy scores for

variable 22, confirmed by variable 3)).

ORD 4:

Two-Spade summary for ech subject

The third'optiOnal prograM, ORD 4,i:yieidsa single figure'sgm!-
. .

harizing all ofd.giVen,subject!s'interpersOnasterTratings

terms of the 9 respective "sets of (affiliation, autonomy) vectors.

Figure 10'presents the -ORD ,4'2-space .summary-of:the interpersonal

history of patient 362 B9 discussed in connection with Figures 2,

Insert.Figure 10 bout'here,

33
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3 and 5. In Figure 10 (affiliation, autonomy) vectors are pre-

sented according to the key in Table 2. Focus on other ratings are

dark circles and focus on self ratings are open circles. Lines

,
.

are drawn between complementary pairs of ratings as defined in

Table 2. The_twu theoretically complementary vectors between =other

and child described above are shown in the lower right-hand corner

of the' figure, and the actual codgementarity is apparent.

A'camparison of the Self-pre with the Self-post vectors. show

that:the patiput became more friendly toward herself and less "conr

trolling or managing of herself. .(The post ratings were addedsince.

ORD 4 plots only one complete set).

The changes in relation to her husband are shown by,,comparing

Significant Other-pie with Significant Other-poSt:: The map in
)

Figure 5 suggested the patient's husband initially exerted friendly
4

and hostile control but was also 'quite. rejecting.. Figure 10 indi-
. d

Cates that at the beginning of therapy the average direction. of.his

focus on her was in Quadrant II, invoke hostile autonomy. Figure --

'5 also suggested the'patiii comp&emented her husband by beingsub-..

missive and withdrawn. ligure 9 shows the-average-dirtotiOnof,

her focus on self was Quadrant' II,-.friendly submission. In Figure

10 it can be seen that by the end of therapy, the patient's average

fpcus on self was more independent and,friendiier.andlthat'the

husb s cOmplementary'focus on her had become friendliet-and less
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controlling. (See Appendix IIIikEhrough an understanding of the
- ,

,!,...;=,..., ...

.2. ii.".....,=,:-..--

model and inspection 0.,f the. .. :, .,,,,, .,.....
.. pi3gient saw that her resent-

ful suffering may haVe. beenh-_ h';'-',0 : 0 . ,*0itiiidiw tite abusive treat

-- ' '4'. :...1e -r..: ,'

men Whensbe betake More-asieiiiiinat'attacking) in the ways
-'.

de cribed bypaints in,Qbadraitt her-husband,said he "enjoyed

her more larley" and began io initiate more friendly contacts.

Clinical summaries from ORD 4

EachORD 4 profile cart''show unique trends and 'the difference's

correspond' in a straight=forward manner to ttee'UnIqueness:of the

clinical picture. The-first three available- ORD 4 profiles far r -fhe

1976 forks are presented in Figures 11, ? and 11. A scanof sub -

jects 302 B9, 304 B9 and 311 B9 reveals salient dynamics. S 302

(Figure 11) was submitting to hostile control. by her husband; when

Inse rt Figures 11; 12 and.13 about here

focus switched to him, it is clear he 'took and he

hostile withdrawal.
,

This Quadrant II behavior f. tes to the fact'. that

couraRed a-

d*mple was well into ie'process of:divorce precipitated by

his 7aftendiiig 'in encounterseminarHspOnsored by his business; while

there, he decided he was' wasting his life with his wife of 20 years,

heiee the divorCez
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S 304--(Figure 12)- saw-:-every-relationship_in_the_light_of_ex,-
;..

Cremetreme (and ungenuine) afrection. TherpoWer dimension was where her

t,

..

sensitivities lay: Her, parents were very controlling and she, sub-

e

-missive... Her mother controlled her father and the way her father

focusedon hernwther was exactly par Ileled by the way-her husband
.

_....--

focused on her. .S 304 was the mother of a patient and her concern was

that the patient was. not "a good daughter", i. . was not submissive.

Otherwise, everything, was "very good".

S 311 (Figure 13) Isd,had very poor self esteem directly ,associa-

ted with verbal and physical attacks, rom her mother. The mother,

In turn, was'subjeci to chronic hostile put-downs from the father

Who nevertheless treated his daughter quite well. S'alls.self-

esteem had appositive base in the father's kindriess and was much im-

proved by an intense, genuinely friendly relationship with her signi-'

ficant other. S, 311 attempted to exert benevolent control over her

significant other.but was unsuccessful in this.

Summary of findings from ORD 4

In.generaL (1):alal\pubjects show-greater complementarity
.... .

;.(less discrepancy) and tend to center most relationships near the

, -

autonomous side of affiliative pole. K2) Psychiatric subjects show

much greater discrepancies in complementarity and the specific

nature of the discrepancies is clinically significant.' (3) Psychiatric

subjects tend to show more disaffiliation more concern with dominance-
,

submission and/or more hostile withdrawal than normal-subjects.
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A number to measure deviation from complementarity

In order to test statements about the magnitude of discrepancy
. .

in complementarity, program ORD 4 uses the Pythagorean Theorem to

generate numbers representing the distances between complementary

. qt.

..points as shown in Figures 19,'11, 12 and 13. For Figure 10 the

Pythagorean Theorem specifies that the distance between.the husband's

focus on other vector (-4, 7). and the patient's childlike vector.

(21, -15) is equal to the Square root of [(-4 -23)2:+ (7 1\15)21 = 33.66..

More generally speaking, the discrepancy-is the hypotenuse of a triangle.

with one leg specified by,the difference between the affiliation scores

/ of the two vectors. The Pythagorean Theorem specifies that these

) distances first be squared. added and then that the square root of

the total be taken. In Figure 9, the distance between the husband's

-

fodus on other vector and the patient's foals on self vector was-

33.66;.; the distande between the patient's focus on other vector and

. the.husband'S focus'on self was 112.15, the. average of these,rwo was

72.9.

Table 4 presents the average of. such average within -subje dis-
_

crepancies in complementarity 'for the categorieS: significant of ier,

Insect' Table 4 about here

'mother, father and parents in relation-to each.dther. Data-are fram
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the I974 dorms. A psychiatric sample is compared-to-a-sampIe of------------

medical students by a t test and the differences are significant

at the .01 level for the categories: relations-with significant other,
O

relations with mother, and parents' relating to each other. If thit

trend is confirmed, it, would suggest that complementarity in

'-marriage is more affected by the relationship observed by the child

than by 'the child's own direct experiences with the respective

parents.' Analysis of the 1976 forms is forthcoming.

A. number to measure -deviation from identification

Identification Ds are also computed by using the Pythagorean

4 Theorem. These compute the distance(between the (affiliation,

autonomy) vector of a given self=description and the (affiliation,

autonomy) vector 'of the rater's description for- someone else for

comparable focus. An example of identification D. patient's
- .

r ting of her on fOcus on other' behavior in relation to her mother

(I focus on mother) compared to patient's rating of her mother's

focus On Other (mother_focuses on Me). behavior.
. ,

In general identifiCation Ds are slightly larger than comple-

mentary Ds indicating compleMeitarity,is greaterthan

in addition, identification. Ds are much leSs for normals than foiT.

psychia4rics, vindicating normals perceive themselveS as being

more sinilar to family, than psychiatrics:

33
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In Appendix NI= there is a key for interpreting ORD 4 out-.

put in terms of the various complementarity and identification

discrepanties.

ORD 5:,

To test the significance of cauplementarity within an indivi-

dual's profile, ORD. 5 computes Kenda11's Tau between the ranks of-each

pair of compledentary ratings for each dimension. For example,

. Sub&ect #362 B9 shown in Figure 20 demonstrated clear cadplementarity

in the autonomy dimension. This is tested by rank ordering all,the
"

darkened symbols (indicating focus On other) on the autonomy dimen-

sion. Next the complementary open symbols (indicating.focus on-

self) are rank ordered on the tame\dimension. .Rendall's Tau is .79,
.

p4.001 indicating that the most controlling relationships elicited

theimostiubmissiveness. When this procedure is replicated f4 Sub-
.

ject 362 B9 on the Affiliative'dimension,JTau is only :43 (p!4.09)

suggesting that there was less complementarity on this

for this subject. Subjects (e.g.-Figure 13) often do show signi-i

ficant complementarity on the affiliative dimension instead of or
.

in-addition to the autonomy dimension.

Conclusion

,

This paper is confined-to. description of the questionnaire

:-Measures along With preliminary normative data intended to orieti

the user of the questionnaires to posiitiUties for interpreting,

t)Li
. .

- .0.. -
NOTE: Table 1, "Questionnaire Items and, Simplified Version.of SASB,"(1) 1979,

William Alanson White Psychiatric Foundation, is copyrighted
and not available for reproduction.



Table 2

Plotting a k-Space Summary of SAS Questionnaires

(XeY) aS in plane geometry where
Weighted- affiliation--score-=

Weighted autonomy,score = Y

Series 4:Series A

Rater looks at someone else (He/She) Rater looks at (I)

(1) Focus on Other

InvolVes doing. something ,to, for

or about others

Transitive verb with other as the
direct object

Example: -"He controls me"

Prototype: Parentlike
.11k-

-.4g0

(2) Fo;cus on 'Self
rt. : t.c

,,
,---

fit;
Involves what the self is doing' 4' 1

... or what It being done to for or ,

about the self. '

.

Intransitive verb with other as

the indirect obje-ct

Example: .- "He gives in to me"

Prototype': Childlike

41.

(3) Same as .(1) except is worded in.
"I" form

Example " fi-scontrol him"

(4, Same as (2) except is worded
in "a" form.

Example: "I give in to him'

COMPLEMENTARY RELATIONS: . (1). and .(4) Label 1.'Other focUses on. me"

-(') and_ (2) "Label "I focus on other"

,
-Series C -

..
, 1 .

. - _
Rated by self: Rater .l'oofcs at hisYher, own introjections, "I control myself"

Rated by other: Someone else' looks at subject's- introjections. ' "He controls hiiaself".

Introjects' are not plotted. as -complementary, to other surfaces.
.
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VARIABLE NAIES

Table 3.

SER1ES'.A S RAns OTEER. .(He/She)

Focus on Other.

Focus on Self

i SERIES E S RATES SELF FL" OTEER(I)
Focus, on Other.

I Focus. on Self.

P.IISEAND

11P.RIAP.LE1 VARMLE

*1) TESTING
WITHIN SUBJECT-

COYZE::ENTARITY

(2)TEST:NG
'BETWEEN-5 PERCE/VED

COMPLEY2KTAKTY

PSYCH'I

I.

° .

Focus og'Gther

Focus on Self

NORM I

Focus on Other

Focus on Self

1:Focus on Other

PSYCH

2,5'

3,4

2,5

3,4

X=42

67,37,24,27,26, 19,22

63,50

if=27

5947,34,01-01,

58,29 .

7..75

73,83,70

1.71

85,82;46

X =30

02,47,21,-32,50,

63,53

X.45

;70,47 .

20,21 62,421,13,28,53,

19,22

X.66

69,79,51

R.71

58,82,7320,21

11

2,22

Focus on Self
3,21

T,7.2

24,13,23,-22,3

74,45

T=30

46,34,14,08,041'
74,29

Focus on Othef

i=72

2,22 59,86,70

3,21 60,79,73Fcicus on Self

X.70

81,77,51

R=69

'77,83,4620,4

(3) TESTING

BETWEEN-5 VALIDATION

OF SELF 'fEXEPTION PSYCH

Foeus on Other

'T=53

63,45,43,41 4

76,63'

X.61

5,20 75,61,49,62,30p

89,59 )

Focus. on Self

X=60,

72;57,30755 70;

52,85

1;7.53

2,5. 71,53,40,24,69,

43,73

T(.84
"

72'53,89
Focus qzi Other

,

Focus\ on Self

4,19 96,89,67 21,2

)7=84,

5,20 92,15,74 ,' 22,3

X.81

81;86,77



AVERAGE WITHIN-7SUBJECT DISCREPANCY.-INCOMPT3MENTARITY_
- .
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MOTHER (14)



Figure Legends

Figure 1 - The SASB.modeI: the first surface deteribeS.fOcUs.oi other;

the-second, focus on Self; and the third describes. the results. of turn-

ing focus:on other toward the self. The horizontal axes describe de-

grees of affiliation and:the vertical axes, degreeeofAnterdependence:

7-

The model describes and prescribes opposites

-

complements and antitheses.

From.-"StrUctural.Amalysisof Differentiation Failure", Psychiatry,.

Journal for the Study of Interpersonal Process. Copyright 1979 by

the William Alanson White Psychiatric Foundation. Reprinted by per

_ Figure 2 -Maps of Subject 362 B9's ratings of her iatroject before

and after a 10-week brief psychotherapy. Note

restricting and friendlier.

Figure - Maps of. Subject 362 BR's iatings.of-her pother (both tyRes

of focus) and of herself in relation to her mother (both types :of focus").

,mission,

she becomes less self7

Notelthe-mOther iaas.quite.contrialing, and the patient, sisbasstve.

. .

Figure.4 -.A.."popFjormof(the SASBmodel. This can be Is:sectto inter-

pret:ORD 2ouipUt-to--patients-Wless:formel.language iLdesited.'
.

. . . --

Figure Maps of Subj ect 362 Bb `s. husband (bo types. of focus) and
h..

of herself in relation to him (both/types of focus)- tote that she
o

saw himae: quite controlling, rejecting and withdrawn.. whereas she was

submissive a d withdrawn. She also was very friendly and "together"

when focusing on hill',

.Figure 6.- Map and test of internal consistency for'introject ratings.

4 N

of-SubjeCt 316:S9. Notethe:OonspicuOus gaps around:the affiliative

,and diseffiliative poleS.



iigUre 7 - }taps of SubjeCt 316 A9 (Who was husband of .316-B9) rating

,his father (both types of focus).'and himself in relation to his father

(both types of focus) Note the father focused mostly on other and

Subject 316 ,A9 complemented this with focus mostly on himself.

Figure 8: The weights used in computing the affiliation and autonomy\

scores in-ORD 2. Affiliation weights are Maximal' around_ the affilia7

tine pole and minimal around thea disaffillative pole. Autonomy weights.

are maximal around the autonomy pole- and minimal around the7interdepen=.

den'cepole.

FigUre..9. LAG output testing the internal consistency of:the ratings

monied. in Figure 5. NOte .
that Subject. 362B9 was very integrated when

focusing on her husband but not when 'focusing on-herself% Note too that

the husband was perceived as double7binding4A.e.,giving cOntradiOtoty

interpersonal messages (coefficientOf internal consistency = -.326).

.Figure 10 ORD 4 summary of Subject 36Z B97.s interpersonal history.:

With measures of complementaity: (theoretically.complementary domains
. .

7 have similar symbols and are connected by .NOte: that her

hUsband. became .less 'controlling and more friendly over. the ten:wee:kg.-

. of therapy even thoUgh he refused to participate in therapy.

Figure 11 -:ORD 4 summary of- Subject 302 B9 s interpersonal history. .

a.

Note that her husband exerted about as much power as:het mother. but

_-

was much less 'friendly at the.itime the ratings were made.

Figure 12 - ORD 4 summary of Subject 304 B9Ts Interpersonal History.

Note that she reports extreme friendliness in every rating. Relation-

ships are differentiated only on the power dimension.
/'

Figure 1, "StructUral AnalySis of Social Behavior (SASB)-, c 1979; William

Alanson White Psychiatric Foundation, is. copyrighted and not

available for rep*roduction.

NOTE:



Figure .13 ORD 4 sutmiary of Subject 311 B9's interpersonal history.

Note tnat,the,motherTes attack was ali-nost exactly counterbalanced by

Subject 311..-B9Ts second spounse s affiliation,- anethis was reflected

in a (newly formed) positive selfconcept. Subject 311 B9 vms no

longer a patient-and had, divOrced a spouse who was similar to her.mother.
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SASB Description of "Common" Roles, agendas, scripts

Forgetful

Neglectful

n tr ac te r

Don't Cotint on Me
'Attackin

Off

Punishing Others
Manipulator

You're Not OK

Blamer

Bossing others

my

Do your own thing,

I hear you

I understand

You're OK

Warm
Loving

Helper

Rescuer-,

Wise one

Sugar Daddy
"Jewish momma"

Defiant
I'2.1 do my own thing

Spaced uutf Assertive (nonaggressive
-

Open

ICI

Loner

Lonely
Flowing

Escape Artist "Having a ball"

Fearful

Martyr

Defensive

Sulky

Prissy

Acceptant

Responsive to reason

Dependent

"Good girl!, boy"

Drifter
Dreamy,

Self-confi dent:, free

I'm OK
Who am I

Su ide
masochism

Selling ouI' m bad
I can't

olding myself in

Narcissist.

Self-made, accomplished

becoming the best
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(both types of focus).,--NOte the father focused mOstly:oM other and

Subject)1619 complemented. thislrith.foCus mostly, at himself.
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AFFILIATION WEIGHTS
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scores in-ORD 2. AffilLtion weights are maximal around the affilia-
/

.tive pole and minimal around the disaffiliative, pp Autonomy weights

are maximal around the autonomy poleand minimal around-the.interdepen=
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mapped in Figure '5. Note that Subject 362 )19,was very. integrated When

4'

focusing on her husband but not wheefocusing on herself. Note too that



ENT2PY REL. TIONLS

Figure 10 - ORD 4 summary of Subject 262.B9's interpersonal history

--)
with measures'of compilementarity (theoretically complementary domains

a

have similar symbols and are connected by a line). Notethat her

husband became less controlling and more friendly over the ten weeks

of therapy even though he refused to participate in:therapy.

-'1 1
-20.0.

Introject

SignificantOther focuses on.me
I focus-on myse,f

I:focus on Significat
He /She focuSes on him/herself:..

Mother- focuses. on me.
focus h myself..

IlfoCuS Mother.,
She focu Cher
yather'focuses on me.
-I locus on-mYself.

I .focus on Father.
He focuses on himself.

Mother.focuses on Father.
Father. focuses on himself.

7ather foCUses on Mother,
4.16ther focuses_on herself:



A

21gmeIL ORD 4 summary of

Note that her husband exerted

was much less friendly at the

200 -

Subject 302 B9's interpersonal-history.

about as much power as.ler-motherTbut

time the- ratings were made.

In troject

Significant Other focuses on me.

I._focus on myself.

I focus on Significant :Other.

He/She focuses:,On:hiM/herself.

Mother focuses on. me.

I focus on myselfr,,,,.

I focus on Mother.'
She focuses on herself.

Father focuseson .me..
I focus on:myself.''

Ifocus an. Father.
He focuses on hiMself.

M6ther focuses on 'Father
Father focuses- on himseif.

Father focuses on Mother.

*Other focuSes on 'herself.

f't P's
-..

L. PT ION

c,



cE)

a -200 . -100

CC

'Introject

(2).

Significant Other focuses on me.

-T focus Onmyself.

.I.focus' on Significant Other..

He/She focuses on him/herself.

Mother focuses on me.
I focus on myself.

I. focus on Mother.
-She focuses on herself.

RY OF CO L_.Er1 T REL.: RT1ONSt

[1,017

Figure 12 -6 ORD 4 summary of Subject304 B9' Interpersonal History.

Note that she reports extreme friendliness in every rating. Relation-
,

-ships are differentiated only on theAiwerdimension.

Father fouses on me:
focus Oa. myself.

I focus of Father.
He focuses.on-himself.

)(
Mother focuses:on Father.
Father focuses on himself.

Father focuses on Mother.
Mother focuses on herself.

-2 iJO .

AFFIL IRTION
63



OF COMPLEMENTARY REL.PT1ONS

Figure- 13_77 ORD:_4 summaryfof Subj.ect_.311 .B9' s

Note that tile mother's attack was almost exactly counterbalanced by

,Subject 311 BSI's second spounse's affiliation, and this was.reflected

in a (newly formed). positive selfconcept. Subject 311 B9 was no

,
longer a*patientrand haddivorced4 spouse whO was similar to her,mother.

a .Significant Other focuses on me.
I focus on myself.

A

I focus on Significant Other.
He/She focuses on him/herself.

Mother focuses on me.
I focus on myself.

I focus on Mother.
She focuses on. herself.'

Father focuset on me-.
I focut on myself.

I focus on Father:
He focuses On himself.

Mother fccuses on Father.
Father focuses on himself.

Father focuses on Mother.
Mother focuses on herself.

-L.

1 00 .

'AFFILIATION
's
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output'., litre definitive norms will be forthcoming. Presently, mum-

bers'geterated by the programs can be Used:.bYiesearchers to define

between- subject and between-group compariscins in terms of "dynamic"

clinical condepts. ,Perhaps more importantly, the output generated

by ORD 2 can be discussed with patients to facilitate their under-
.

standing of connections betwee ldhood and adult social .experiences;

of complementarity in relationsh of some basic dimensions involved'.

irLseeMingly infinitely complex interpersonal transactions; and of

,,,.alternative .ways of:ielating. The mapsr are understood-intuiiivel

;
by nearly everyone, ands frequent response,'(often after having expressed

"grave reservations about 'computers) !Now,,I see. I had no idea

so much was going to come out of those 'questionnaires." In addition

to facilitating therapy and therapeutic planning, and measuring

effectiveness of therapy, the data are also useful in chartkeeping

and in interpersonal diagnosis (see MtLemore and Benjamin; press).
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Table_ Legends

Table 1 .-. Simplified version of the SliSB mod along, with question-

naire items*more-fully describing each chart point. The center sec-

tion of thistable is.from a figure in "SeructuTal Analysis of:'

Differentiation Failure". The qUestionnaire its are arranged in

a different format in the Appendix of that paper. In Psychiatry,

a.Journal' -for the Studi of Interpersonal Process, copyright.1979

by the William'ilanson White: sychlatric Foundation. Figure and

Items are reprinted by permissilA

Table 2 - Keyto interpreting nterpersonal.aspects of output from.

F.* ORD 2 (Figure's 3, 5, 7) and ORD 4 (Figurei 10, Il, 12, 13);

3

Table - Variables defined by CORONY and 'some illUStrative results.

CORONY provides measures of complementarity, sitilarity-and measures

inter-observed (e.g. husband-wife) agreement about,perceptions.-

Table 4 - Some average within-subject discrepancy scOreS
%

(lengths.
...

.

. .

.
. .

.

of,lines such:as those drawn in Figures' 10, 11, 12, 13).,
..:

NOTE: Table 1,""Questionnaigre Items and Specified Version of SASB,"

by William Alanson White Psychiatric Foundation, is copyrighted 1979,

and is not available for reproduction.-
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Appendix IV - continued.

-....

1978 Forin

Coef-ficients of. Internal Consistency (t.<-'
defined' in section headed Auto-correlation Patterns

;7 6,1,

FOCUS ON OTHER

Ratings of. Significant Other (He/She)

1978N = 9 Psychiatric Males

19; ;= 14. Psychiatric Females

1978ST = 239 Elderly; Women

1976 .N = 8. Psychiatric Males

1976' N = 40 Psychiatric Females

1976 N = 29 Medical. Student Males

1976 N = 27 Medical Student Females

.67(.291.

.86(.34)

...851.29)

.83(.30)
- .

.77(.a7)

.96(.12)

.95(.6)

sSELF
:

. /

. 56( :43)

93(.09)

86(:26)

.89-(.22)

.75(.36).

. 96 ( .07)-.

..90 (. 2a)..

Self Relating to

1978

1978

1978

1976

1976

1976

1976

N

N

N

-N

N

= 9

= 15

= 239
1

= 8

= 41

= 29

= 27

Rati.;:4s of 'Self

g. 1978 N = 9

1978 N = 15

.A976 N = 8

1976 -N =-49

-1976 N.- = 29

1976 N = 27

SiFgnificant. Other (I).

Psychiatric Males

Psychiatric Females

Elderly Womenj-.N

Psychiatric MaEte

PSychiatric ;Ferna.ie,s;

Medical StudenAiretil 88gt

gedicak Student "Females

Psychiatric,
Psychiatric

Males

Females

PSychiatrid:.Males

'Psychiatric

Medical Studeht

Medical.tudent Females

.85(..,35)

.90 ( .22)

.40(..21)

.81(.35)

-.83 ( .31)

.99 ( .02)

.91 (.26)-

.71(.48)

( .22)

.90 (.20)

.74 ( .35)

.79 (

.95 (.08)

.95(.14)

INTROJECT:-

.71(.44)

:81(.19)'

.69(.38),

.87(.24)

.89(.2f)
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Appendix VI,.

Developmental Tiends as DeSctibed by SASS

One-hundred seven-Mothers-of pediattic outpatients rated their -

oldest child and.64 rated their youngest child whether or not 'tile

designated child- was the one who had beenobrought to the clinic:

The total -sample of 171 consisted of 92 makes. and '79 females; ratings
:.;

were CoMpieted .at; home and '.returned by mail. Sixty percent of the

tionnaires -distributed Were returned completed, sometimes

following a 'reminding phone ca1.1. The average family size was 2,6"

children and 79 percent of the sample came from a large pediatric out

patient clinic affiliatiect with a CatiTolic hOspital serving a very broad.

range-of 'socio-economic levels. Twenty-one percent of the sample

from a Family Health Service affiliated with the University.

of Wisconsin and consisted of undergraduate and graduate student

parents. Children ranged in age from .0 to 21 years and before con-

ducting the data a lysis the sample was divided into 11 age groups.

Measurements. were examined at closer intervals in the youngeriage

groups han in the older ones because physical and social change is

p esume,d to .occur much more rapidly in the early years. The alit).-

cation- was Group 1, age .0 to 5 months, N. = 17; Group 2; age 6 to 11

months, N = 16; Group

to 23 montErS, -N = 12; Group 5,_ age 2 years N = 23; GrOup 6; age 3'

2- to 17months, N = 11; Group 4, age 18

_years, N ='19; Group-7, age-4 years, .N = 9; Group?.8, ag'e 5. and 6

years, N = 21; Group 9,.age 7, 8 and9 years, N.= 15; Group 10, age--

10 -through 13 years, 4, = 13; Group 11, age_14 through 21 years, N = 13.



Questionnaires

Series A and B f the long-form questionnatres based on the

original model (Benjamin 1974) were used. S ties A measured the A

.

--motker'S.perception'O:t'the child's parentlik, focus on

items) and childlike; focus 'on self (36.iteis).:behavioi. Each of

the72.items corresponded to one point on theinterpersonal stir .

. . . . .

-faceSof,the-mOdel; no measures:74ere made in termS.of the inend.7--:
.

.

psychicTOr introjeCt iurface.:. Series B consisted of the same

items except; they were reworded to measure the hOther's perception,

of hek own behaviors in relation to the child. For both Series

A and Series B the mother gave an:indication of 7applicability .b,

assigninWa Score'of 0-100 with anchor points at 0"a NOT AT ALL,

NEMR., 50 = MODERATELY, SOMETIMES and 100 =ALWAYS PERFECTLY.

The long-form questionnaire has since been greatly shortened and,.

four-times revised so results will be presented .n terms. of key.

phrases from the long its and those,phraSesigill be related to

the newer model presented in Figure 1. For example, the long form

item fox the original chart point 147 read: "Plyjson) (daughter)
.

interrupts me, barges,in mime any. time .he. pl ses. He always wants

to know what I'm doing and why, both when he is 1.7ithme and when he

is away from me". Thi-e--tem is reported in the present paper in
f

terms of the key phrases: "Interrupts, keeps track". In the new

model presented in Figur% 1, the'reyision Of this item measures.

point 137 because factor analyses of the old forms placed it on

the hostile side of the dominance pole.
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VI-3

Statistical Analysis a,

'Each item fimCbothSer.iesA (mothers rating, children) and

. - t t .!

Series B%:(mOthera rating themselves inrelatiOn to7thildren).-Wase:-

.

analysed in terms of a sex by age unequal N ysis. of var e-.,

(anova). This allowed ide tification of developmental trends; of

. A ,

between-sex differences, and-of ferences' Eiween the sexes in

deraIalm4Dit1 c'Ange
.

yoUngest-oldest dimension was ignored bedalr the sample: ,size did riOt

turn h-out to be sufficiently large to jUstify.eis further tubdivi-

sion. In.addition to item by item Sex by age analysis, an anova was.

performed on weighted affiliation and weighted autonomy s ores for

-,the parentlikeiand childlike item's from both Series A and S ies

Affiliation and autonomy scores representa weighted average of

all the ratingb, corresponding to a given surface of 'the 'model. The

weighted affiliation score gives large positive weights for points

which are close to the affiliation pole and assigns progressively

lesse weights as distance from the affiliative pole is' "increased'

Affiliation weights are negative on the left-hand side of the model

andabecome more so'as the disaffiliative pole is approached.' Each

item score is multiplied by,these affiliation weights and the sum of

'the resultink products is'a single numerical statement of the

strength of the'affillation componentofall-the ratings describing

a giVen surface of the model. 4 such, they represent a statement

PI the degree of fri&ndlineas of a specificgroup'of items...I47eighted
- .

autonomy scores follow the same logic except the weights-are oriented

4- 77
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around.the,vertic41:axis.and41*.eyeryjpositiVeveightstp items

points near A ..dto.my_pol,...

r items samepling -Po ints:--near--the -dominanc e-submisslon-po les The

weighted autonomy scores provide an estimate of the degree tcr'.

VI -4

whiCE:-ratings Werelmtore on the autonamy'or on the dominance-sub-

4

of'the-horizOntal*is of the surface in question.

.

ftesults are presented in terms of the age by sex organizdtioa

/
specified by the anava. Additional analyses are introduced and -11V

.explained in the contexts.in which they appear.

Results

e Trends Children

,r)72:'

According to the anova of the 72 Series Aitems corresponding

to the parentli_ke and childlike surfaces of Figure 1, 34 points showed_

significant differences between age groups at the .05 level or better.

To organize 34 significant Fs- in a-way which can be regarded as a

relatively conservativestateMent of rdevelopmentaltrendt, it was

decided to add another restriction to the"identification.of-signi-
_

ficant developmental trends. To be reported, items must to only.

have shown significant age differencesby'thtanoVa but the must.
./ .

.

also have shotn' ignificeatv(p'G.0.5...or better) age differences by-.=

. the more conservative non-parametric extended median test (Siegel,

1956). The latter procedure makes, noNssaumptions about the under-
c;

.

lying distribution, identifiesthemediea.ratiag'on a given item for

t.-

a11171 children, and then presents for each.age.gronp the percea-

':
tage ofindxviduals'which received an Abovemedian''retiag.

:the differences between ages groups were'signgicant by this test,1

8?-



(.
scores on the item'..inbqiiestiOzi':than did. other. age gronps. The

showed that, relatively speaking, some age groUps: got higher:

.-,
.

,

aboire-median test has the additional advantage of defining relatiye
-_,..,_. .,.,

.

salience ok...so0.ally undesit.eable
.

or ego-alien BahayliOrs more '21

ijr - , ..,
N

.

clearly than does a siMp presentation of the mean ratings associa,- ''

ted with the..anova. .To .illustrates . mothers.:1FereAs3ede to rate 7-

themselves and their children on "negative items suott "my rild

says to me, scram, go away"; "my child says he hates me'It is

to be expected that in a normal sample tkVch.-..ms will receiveoquite

low endorsements on the ave.rage, I ut the above=me

clearly reveal specific age groups for which endorserient was-trela-
.,

tively greater.

The more conservative above - median test revealed that 21 of the 72
,.

items had significant age group a erences, and' 20 of these were

also significant by the anova. The int oduction of the restriction

that anova fi ings also be significant lby the above-median test re-

duce the n er of significant findings frOat. 34 to 20 and-wa- s, as -9

expected a conservative step.. Items meeting both these require-.

ments were then arranged in subgroups according to similarity of

urve. shapes, i.e. developthen- tal trends. .Five :such wsuch subgroups re

identified: (1) Its showing a, generally inve ed U-shape 'with a

leftward `Skew;-2) Items sh6wing a progressive de-cline-:-in endorse-

-moat with an increase in age; -(3)- Its showing, a progressive ascent

. .

in-endorseMent frOM birth theough adOlescende; (4) Items showing a

.



sharp peak.ing'in the age 2..3 motets and dropping sharply '

thereafter Onloy to begin to easc thiough adolescence; (5) Its

age 4.peaking at age 3 bu-dipping sirarpiy a

--'-----Eigures-VI-1--and VI-2 prese
.

-trese -developmental= trends -for,

r -

the. Series A ratings -The, FigUres.li .key phrases from

Inseri Fignreu Abut ''here

e

the long-form items. atually rated. Inspection of Figures VI-1 encl.

,Ov 0.

VI -2 reveals that each of the five groups of curves describes inter?

personal postures- which"Seem to be related. As, a result it is pos-

sible to name the five subgroups of itemd which were defix3 on the

basis of carve shape in terms of familiar psychiatric concepts. The

first group intcludes items *showing a progressive increase from birth

.=.

through year 1;or 2, and conais of, -items with key phrases such as:
. 4° 5

hugs, tender touc.; smiles warm welcome; understands accepts me;.

,
,i

-
follows, clings, bugs. These behaviors are very. affiliative and /n-

.

!

- .:volve child's 'active ocusing on the;mother.; the be.haviois described

require some time to 'a op, reach a maximum-in 'early childhoodand
-.--.

resemble 13csiilby5 (1969) attachment phased 2 and 3. This group is

. .

named active attacholent.
-".. .

The second gt9up includes Items starting with a relatively,

high degree of endorsement, then showing progressive decreases with

age and includes ey phrases such as joyfully accepts; triists,

counts on; ivalmed, refreshed by me; picks ute my mood ways; has



a warm response to.me, ,likes, me. This cluster of items is also very

affiliative 'but involves the child focusing on him/herself .in rela-
...

-stiOnto. the mother and appears in the childlike regiOn of friendly,
e

submissiveness in Figure 1. -_-1.te-gr-oiip__correspords to the receptive -.
1,

dependency and trust described by the analytiC literat4e::(Etikson,

1959) .-,and' is named rec ptive attachment

The third_ g c up include'S items showing a progressive increase
-

from:birth throngh .adolescence includes items with key phrases:

eiclud. s me, tells oth.

describe differentiated. "

Mother.

The foot_ )roVP.inc;ludes items peaking at 18 to 23 months (group
. _

4 entered 17ignre_il.-1 at the point; labeled ag-e. 1). dropping there-
_ -

is sensible, clear. These appear to
. .

d'ult-like ego fu ction " in relaition to the-

after, and then gradually reascending through adolescence. This

group includes items with ley phrases:, shouts, ridicules:, mocks; 'says,

do not touch me; goes his/her own way; says.I'thould go -!.way, scram.
JAThis group resembles 'hostile, oppositional behaviors recognized in-/
the chiYd-development ages and stages literature (e.g. and Ames,

1955, pp. 22-24)- and interpreted by analytic theorists-such as
-*;

being critical to the process -of ,differen-hler -.(19684 pp '18-23) as

otiation
,

Or -separation from the mother. They: relate to

.struggle of autonomy mentioned. by_ EriksojAcir thi" e age

.range: Mahler t -both mention :the recurrence such nega.

4.viStic behaviors again in adolescence as. essential: to e forma-J
tie:id. of adult ident-ity.rthis group of items is name atsaffillative

independence.



The fifth group includes items yeaking gt age 3 And dipping sharply

at age 4 is shown in. Figure VI-2. Key phrasgs are: :shares, shows

r-
self;- confirms, encourages; protects keeps company; supports, back

me Up: - TheSe behaviors ',can be reasonablylrelii.iedto interpersonal. T

A redts7of-7the:Oedipal-:stage-said7toThecom salient around .age 3-44

well as to -Mahler 's (1968,- pp .23 -24k description of -the. rapprdchement
. . . t

. beeweei mother and child. The very friendly behaviors described by this-
- ..

-group .involve fdius and influence on the mother and are classified in

.--. .
the parentlike section of Figure' 1. An gx4ptiomp is the item with Ice y'"--

. ,%.

phrases;" shares shows self; thks item involveS focus-:on' the self .and
I.-

.

. n '

does not involve any dominance. ::Interestingly, th/.. one item does not

exactly tit the .pattern of thegimp in that it actually peaks much earlier.
. -

'It is reasonable- that parentiike% focusing on 'the mother, i . e., decreased
t

%

foCus On .the seIf 'would folloW. the- Separation.from her. at months:
_.-

.-Behaviors r by thers ntervieked to determine whag :they had
.

orsing this groUp of items included offeriitjer a% in mind vile

Kleenex if. she was crying, giving her hugs:and kisses it 'she seemed.

sad, bringing her. a'coOkie i 4she was ill. This .group7.is named loving

caretaker. Other Such evidence-that such young7.Child n- dan in fact

siaow such empathic behavior has been recently report by Bprke

(1971 1975).

Anbvas of the weighted - affiliation and weighted autonomy scores

showed a significant difference between age groupg In parentlikeautd-
. .. , .

.
.

,

namy cOres. There was .a rather. orderly increase. between,successivec..-.

r mothers to have '.

. c

dups in the, tendency for children to allow

Cr.'")-..
;.../

.4;



VI -9

.

morejautonomy. Average' weighted autonomy* scores were negative 'only .

j.;

for he first year of life (groups 1 and 2) and this suggests-that,.

general control of he mother's time space and suppliesdieuast,for

that period of time.. 'Anova also revealed that the .weighted

- . .tiOn.sceOreslorthechildlike domain described by Fieure 1,showed.t,

i_ ___ .
_

sigiiificant-aifferences between age -.groups.. The trend here was to -----

start atja.very.high level'for the yoUngest age group and progressively
,-.

,

drop, although,weightedlffilia.tioniemained ,quite high even through
-... .. . _ .. . . .

the adOlescenigroup, ITtis would ;best. there is a very strong

.. , .

generaliced attachment by children to mothers which drops somewhat'

with increasing age.

Ape Trends-TMothers

The anova .of SeriesB, motherS.ratingtheMaelves in relation.to,

their chiXdreni revealed..28 its with difference significant 4t the -
.Al

-
.05 _level better for the age dimension. The ale median .test'

having significant differencesbetweenlage-groups -and.showed 12
- . - . ; . . .

1;9 of these had significant:differtnedsby2 o ,11 the apva and the ex-

tended Median-teaS The 9 -are shown in Figure '4 and the firSt,grOUP
-.

paralleled the active attachment group ofkiFigure'2.: Key .phrases

: /
.

--
'4 .;. '

4 ..,..
0

items which showed the'left-skewed inverted-IT trend iie: boss, in charge.,

smile, welcome; interrupt.; keep track. _Tim of ttrese items are classified

Insert Figure VIr3 about .116i:fa.

for

neat the daninanceipole .6f the parentlike surface of Figure 1 and the

other is near'the affiliativelpole. PominanCe and warmth are two : ,.._

. . 'II

.- .

. .

,

variableswhIch have been consistently:Iden"fied.in,the.child develOpment
: .

--,
. ,

.

I
4.consistently.

..

9



'7,

literature as being critically itaportanttin imitation, identification
.

and the formation of conscience (e.g. Kagan, 19516;'HOffman,

The,,present,data suggest, then, that the child's, active attachment to

the 4tother.correiatps with the mother's dominance and warmth', i.e.

J'
friendly influenCe..

.
One item from. Series B parallet d'the secondgroup,:from Series

A; the item involving key phrases: anticipate his/her every need,f

started with °2i relatively high degree of endorsement followed by a

progressive decrease. It would appear that nutturance given before

or Just as the need aroWpa:taireqed the receptive attachMent shown

/
by the children; both anticipatory nurturance and receptive attachment

.

ecreased with age.

One item froriNkeries B paralleled. the third group from Series 'A -

and involved.key,phrases: I treat him/her as self-sufficient. This

Series B it paralleled the_children's tendency to exclude the mother

and to be sensible, clear, reasonable when interacting withher. It

would.:appeArthat there/is a-progressive tendenc to treat-the child

as more adult-likeand this is matched by a tendency to be more rational.

47 ...
,

With. the mother as well 'as to turn more to peers. _

,Fair significantitems from SeriesB showed a unique pattern which
0

. ...

did not parallel:any. of thoSe from Series A. The fourth grbup in

. "ir

--
4 ,,.. .

,

..

FigureITIT.3.is Ilaracteliiied by the inverse -,of` Wlyt 47shoWnin the'

(
feinvth chthter iri Figure Rather -than peaking at 18-23. months;

this group dipped; aald'rather thanascenUng.tOward adoiescen , thiS'

_ .

groupdescrended.,..,Key.phrasgs:for this group:were:, I lik him/her, ,

return hislher.snuggles;.I understaid,,accept:him/her; I pi.Otect, keep

.

.1

e
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.him/her company; I attend his/her wounds, groom him/her. It would

appear tht during the times the children peaked indisaffiliative

-independence, namely 18-24 months and at adolescence, the mothers

sharply cut back reports of warm, understanding, protective behaviors

on their part. This observation serves as a reminder of the.old say-
,

ing that "love begets loveand of `,the more recent research calling

attention to the intm-active aspedts of mother-child.transacions
747

/
(6.g.- Bell, 19'i 7:4111 thca,acomi5anying implication that causality

may not be assumed to always move in the direction mother to child.

Anova of the weighted affiliation and attachment scores for Series

3 gave results very' similar to. Series A. It appears the mothers'

generalized control of children was.also maximal during the first

years suggesting that mothers controlled infants' time, space and

supplies as 41 as the infants' control of 'mothers discussed above.

With both members of the dyad dominating there is a maximally 'unstable,.

noncomplementary Situation according to the model and this may relate

to freqaent reports from mothers of infants to the effect that they

want to "get out of there", to "take a break" (i.el fleeing is the

antithesis of loving control). Despite this - implied tension, mothers

also showed a very, high level of-generalized childlike attachmenv

to their. children with'a peaking between age 6 to 17 months and a de-

-crease thereafter. Family therapists.dealing 4ith husbands' eeeling

affectionally displaced by their infants N:75.11 have no difficulty, inter-
.

preting this result:

Sex Differences.- Children

Significant Sex differenCes revealed byte anovas of is and
. ,.

.._ .., f.

weighted scores are, displayed in Table VI -l.` Inspectiqh of-tbeSeries
.

-,

A part of theTable-shows that all 't itemstfor whicli;the males
..4

.
, .

, . .
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received signifiCantly greater ratings had to:do with indepen/ dence from.

JLI/

/

. /

Insert.Table VI-1 about here

the mother. -Males were reported ashowing a slight bitsigni icantly'

greater tendency to a:void...the mother; to spend time away from her with'

peers although they were playful when they were with her; and to fail to

backthemotherupleaving-herto'solveher-ownproblems..Femalep
v .

. .

,chore:..A. Ga..* by contrast, were endorsed as being more tSuPpo4iVe'of .the
.

....1.41d-.-

rf
5

mother; more encouraging that she.should "do -her own. thing "; and more

.11ally to calm, kiss and caress ,her'. The findings shown for children

--

in Table 1 are consistent with the bell' in-the culture and in'the
-----J ..,

,

profesSion that in general, normal males are mord.independent of, -,

less attached .to their-mothers; normal females tend to be closer to and

more supportive of their mothers,
.:

Sex Differences - Mothers 1

Table VI-1 alto presents significant differences bei;.:een the sexes
. ',. .7 -- .

.

for Series B. The mothers of Males reported themselires as, having been
. ,;.

tearful and. lonely over the logs-of:theiEchild and,alsOof.having ,done

more interrupting and keeping, track of the male children. Pretumably-

if the males were, showing Moreindepend nce it is loiica'that.the

mothers would have found themselves- doing more tracking of them -and more-
.

4

responding to the loss of their presence. In re-let o-to-female,
-

, -..

children; mothers reported,themselves as respOnding more warmly, Sharing

/ more kissing and. caressing and accepting more'',help., In addition mothers

r a acknowledged they were more de$4isive and jumpy with their female child.
be

.These findings are generally consistent,witkreports of the feMale

)
children being cloter'to the mothers and more suppor!ve of them (e.g.

Sears et. air; 1957; pp A01) .



. ,

'The Age by Sex Interaction - Children
. -

..-.

The age by.sex interaction for theSeries A ratings. of children

was significant at the .05 level or better in°6 of the 72 anovas. . The
?

.---,---nature-Of-the,interaction for_ these 6 Items_Was ..cOmplex,_.but I,Tas,_usually,_:__,_

. . -1-4

consistent with the pattern' shown' in Figure VI -4; -that. Figure presents

.

r . , ..
: .

the Mean weighted childlike autonomy'scOres for:each.Ofthe sexes at
. ....,. ,

. .

V 11

4

73;

.

Insert Figure VI-:about hefe t

. ,

each agg and :the interaction .displayed in the Figure was significant at

the .05 level. Average autonomy. can'bt seen'to have been vaiiable up to''

.

age- 4 with a slight tendency"foi7males to have been less autonomous during.r rear

the preschool years. After entering elementary.school age .56, males

became consistently more autonomous than females. The trend for males

to be tore, submissive in the preschool age range and more autonomous

,later uas particularly clear for the item'with the key phfaz "goes his

own way". This phenomenon of males having been more crependen: at first 1

. 1 .

and more autonomous later has also been observed in rhesus monkeys (Jensen -,
-.

. _ . .
.

'

.

and'Bobbit, 1Y68).
! --

.z : '

4',--
One of the advantige of the model the distinCtion between sUbmiSSiVe -.

i< ., .,

. et3'-'"' 7' . . .6 ... N

....4-'V'M.4SS and attachment. Despite flie'faci that mans families teach that ''''

-:. '?.; i..."
. .

.

Submissiveness is ibve ("If you loved me you woul
.

"1-4-10ird you so

much, I'd do anything for you")!the-,,malfda places them at,:right angles,
.

0

-..

i.e. presents them...as-orthogonal or independent. -The present data, on

. ----

-....fj:: c..:

sex difterenes illustrate the importance of the sex differ-:
.,

.---

- -4.: -- ( .. : , ,--

.. .
,..--

entes and sex x.age.differences suggest .that excessive scores:for males
, --I, - .

, - ., .

9
dowth-the inerdek,endence or power.(virtical) dimenlon',,iwhereas

4:*4cessive scoreefor females hikv to do with affiliatjve (horizontal)

dimension.

93
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A-closer examination of the

by Table VI-2 which preeents the results of-multiple t tests comparing,.

-VI-1

sex,by'age interactions is proyided

.0

Insert Table_V_I -2s abOut here"-
. ,

males and females within each age groupc Because the reversal between

\the sexes-in averageighted'autonomvscores occurred enthe d of

the preschool years, the tablepeold aie-groups before/and after this

point; thuSe.the tableparallels.the trends shown, in Figure VI-4. In

addition Table 2 gro-ups the number of:Significant is 'according to

,

proximity _to axes of 'the Model. The 50% of the items representing

points closest to the horizontal axis are presented in one block, and'
,

.

_

the 50% of the items representing pointS closer...to the.Vertical axis ''

.are presented, in two blocks arranged SO that the topology of Table

.VI-2 As as similar -as possible to the topology of Flgure 1.

Inspection of the right hand side of Table 2., representing the

I
affiliative side of Figure 1 confirms the interpretation of Figure '4.

1,.

. .-

A two-tailed sign test 'of the number of significant tslomparing males
t' '..'

.

';'. land females Shoved that in the dominance-submission region of the model,-

-\- preschool,.males got significantly higher scores than females in
se

itnifiCantly more the. contrast (sign test of 17:3 under the 50-50
e.

..hypothesis). 'During the same presc-ao-l-ag.esignificantly more

[

^ontrasts (19:7) revealed females. giving and taking more autonomy.

,During.the'elementarysChool age, range,: this reversed, with signifilantly

. . ".-

more contrasts deMonstrating males to be more giving and taking of.'
fi .

autonomy in relation to their mothers (14:1).
.5,



On the horizontal axis, however far more confrasts'(27:4) showed

: pieschool-females to be_tore. -attached to their mothers and, interestingly,-

ddring the later elementary school age range, more contrasts showed
..

feMales to be more disaffiliative (12:3) in relation to their, mothers.

This would suggest that attachment IS a more ,dynamic issue. between

mothers-and daughters, .being relatively stronger at:firsts and thep re-
_

,.-; . n
.

41' ,,

versing,later; by cOntrast,,power-inedpendence is a more dynamic Issue,'
,

- ,

between-mothers and sons, there being more interdependence at first, and
.

.

, ._ .._,

c.
. _

.

more inde'pendene later. These difference's between the sexes apparently
.,.

persist thrdugh adulthood where-one frequently encounters the female

-wish for more".w.rmth and the male wl'SE for mofe independence in intimate

relationships.
- 7.

S

;

. .

;/

7
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-i2- ,

'ldren (Series A) 6.-
,

.:,

Itgim*-- Key, Phrses \
,

Avoids Irre
'844 l'....1

.

0 4.

Full with me and away with peers 81

s' Leaves,- doesn't back me up -20

s
'Supports, pitchesit, i-24..

-Encourages my own "thing" 32
.: .

Calms, kisses, caresses me 27

Table Vi-1

Sex Differences

vs.,

Male Mean ',Female Means-

,

Mothers (Series B)

I interrup

I am tearful, sad, lonely
,without him - 14

I respond warmly, like 69
1

I calm, kiss, caress-

- I accept help

j

2

73

36

40,

.o5

k
.05

.05

.05

S8 ).025

X

4,
X

"9 .025 X

80

/ 72 79 .05

'.001

42

I cringe, defend, act "jumpy" 4

s

.60 .001.

.025



TABLE 2.-t,Nubo: of it(:z sill)winicjnificzmt, di/Cerences
:.between males and fgnales pulped sactordiiqg

to 'proximity'to ages in
I

OSEST f DISAFFILIATIVE

AXIS.. CHART ;,POil1TS PRESCHOOL

Els./.: .NT RY.

SCHOOL' PRESCHOOL

ELEMENTARY,

SCHOOL

AFFILIATIVE

CHART POINTS

. SU7 THE OTHER

icn P:125 to, 128

C:225 to 228
, \,

,) P + C TOTAL ".

F

2

M

, 1

3

1
F M

L,5.

2

,
F

14 .

5.

4
, c ,

64

,144

V.

1

.

.P:10 to 115

t. C:2,20i to 215

,, P + C TOTAL 4

''' ; P;134 to' 12

ZONTAL C:.234 to 224

P\.,+ C TOTAL

. ti,

9

2

3 3

'8'

12*

1

4'

'

20it

'';'7
''''2.\7**

y",

3

'5

i
q

3

7

P:114 to 144

C:214-to 24 ,

p:i. C TOTAL

,..°

*(I''' is., P:138 to 135

?TICAL C:238 to 235

. P-+ C TOTAL

;
2.

2

3

1

0

2

4 -.?

,

,ti1

2

,

1 1

3

0

, P:145 to-140

, .C:24i to, 249

, P + C \ZOTAL

*p .05

**p4 .0.1

w

.11

4

A

112

.f.
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Appendix.V2I - continued-
EXAMPLE .SPQR 3 SETS OF DATA

1 = Standard - complete series,
2 and 3 = miscellaneous

gruncareyt 12345,124556890,2M,100

program .sde.dk + standard .nput

003

009

person.rabes, Introject

'I
° ) te

:4 .1"!'

t"

.

- . 7
108603036064'

,

A. .

" e ./

SI ificant-Other-foCfges on'Irre (op) and on him/herself (bottom)
. .

.0x'2002072003.
`Ii.

.'

I focus on significint'other (top). and on myself (bOttby6

072062072003 f.

Mother'focuseS' on me (tOp) and on herself (bottom)

072002072003

I focus on mother. (tip) and on mySeIf (bottom
2

072002072003

Father focuses on me (top) and on himself .(bott0m).
r.
,

072002072003

..I focus on,,fa'ther.(top) and on myself (bottom) -

072002072003

Mother 'focuses on father (top)and on herself Ibottoml!

072002072003
\ti

-Father focuses on mother (top) and on himSel (bottom)
.

072002072003
. ,

DATA CARDS (see-41)

-2

001

Significant other.fsicuseS on me.(top).a on hiM/herself (bOttom)Z-

072002072003.

DATA CARDS set 42)

. -2

.002

'V

Significant other focuses on me (top) and

072002072003

I focus on significant other

.072002072003

DATA CARDS Iset #3).

-2

on him/hersel± (bottcm)

(top) and'on myS'elff(bOttom)

a

-a"

r
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Appen/ix

Y.PROGRAM DECti..(0:2a 2, 'LAG,

DATA :

i-INPUt. DECK .(cOnsiting,o.::::th'e fc4lewing czr
- 5'.

1)-yOne card'ith a 3 'digit n a i5er punched in-tplumns
tll'e lief sets i ratings wl"

-

j.

4.7

.4

ti

OIZONYJN8FZD 4)FOLL6cED BY A_STiq.,1DARD PROOR

:

- ' liNPU19 DECK

3,sets= of rat34pgsl
I

2) One card .kith a 3 digit n-umber punciled:in column-s

indicating the of'ratings in the first set (a1g.009
9 rating's in thefirst set)

3) Title card -for the_ frr'st rating (free...field)

fti card with th'e number 072-002072003 (for a.72 item
,_ing of Surfaes 1 & 2) or 108063036004 (for a.36

item rating of Eu4face 3) 7-7puncned in..colqins. 1-1,2
.-

d

5) Steps 3 and 4 are repetda for as many 'ratings as are

in the set
,

z.
,

6) DATA CARDS

iter6 ratings (rating self) are punched with
Yorat in columns .1-72: Columns 73-80

are free generally. 1.4ed for identificat::.o:i.

1111).71 E,"0::: IS puncheda' No answer as- punchca

-4

b) 72 item rat-inas (rating others. and self in reit-

tion to ot1:1,2rs) are puinched on 2 cards, -in the.same
%nlanner.asthe 36 item ratings. The 'cards must be
--1..ept in-order when sun, with the first 36 iteins on
the.firstscard and thelast 36 items on: the second

card

Any number c,f sets of c;: is caras can h6

set after anoth6r. Data car4s'for ezh
:however., muSt be j n thc specifica
-3 - 5

run, one
subject,
in- .steps

_7) One card with thc punchec--3 _in co 1 1:17T1c.; 1-2 is iiscla

to sigffifyth'e end of "the -data fcf that particular set. r
,

(jij71,/r; st:75; 2-7 fc. d.z; £.c: is

9) A-efin card is t!in' card of thc-one
s5.gi--,527t7rs thr, rcz;:d of thr,i C 1:117"1

-1
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e

ORD 4
OUTPUT READS

ti

.ctaNt:

, .'APperidix VIII _... KZ -r.- . LAITE: .41;Vi5:77 A16.- .
,

.s. -,

,
.,h

. .
4..

......

:

;t,:l.

.1
, . ., ,..- . °, -, ,

COMPLEMENTARY D WITH HE/SHE 'OCUSING ON OTHER FOR SIG. OTHER; MOTHER, FATHER, MODELS
s.... z..

1

SIGNIFICANT OTilFc.FI MOTI;LER FAVIER . MODELS-.

OTHER

MOTHER'

FATHER

MODELS

RESPECTIVE COORDINATES

I EOCUS ON MYSELF

R

SHE /HE FOCUSES ON ME

4

(iiitittt4 (MOTHER)

cat

`r

ri/

: fat fio ill. 11
r;, Cit4PLEMENTARY D WITH "I FpCUSING:* SIG . OTHER, MOTHER, FAtHR, MODELS

ti"t \ : ' .,
.

.
SIGNIFICANT` OTHER . MOTHER FATHER FATHER RE MOTHER \.

3
. I FOCUS. ON On-IKE. SHE /HE FOCUSES ONHER/HIMEL

-NY-,

OTHER\ RESPECTIVE COORDINATES =

MOTHER ...

FATHER

MODELS


